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Description

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an electrical power tool and more specifically, to an electrical power tool having
a vibration control mechanism.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Conventionally, electrical power tools having vibration control mechanisms have been proposed. Japanese
Patent Application Publication No. 2004-299036 and its family member EP 1464449 A2 disclose an electrical power
tool, according to the preamble of claim 1, including a casing that has a handle, a motor housing, and a gear housing
connected with one another. An electrical motor is accommodated in the motor housing. The gear housing has a motion
conversion housing, a vibration control housing, and an impact housing. A motion conversion mechanism that converts
a rotation motion of the electrical motor into a reciprocation motion is provided in the motion conversion housing. A
cylinder extending a direction perpendicular to the rotation axis of the electrical motor is provided in the impact housing.
A tool support portion is provided on the front side of the cylinder and is capable of attaching or detaching a working tool.
[0003] A piston is provided in the cylinder and is slidably provided along the inner periphery of the cylinder. The piston
reciprocates along the inner periphery of the cylinder by the motion conversion mechanism. A striking member is provided
in the front section of the cylinder and is slidably provided along the inner periphery of the cylinder. An air chamber is
formed in the cylinder between the piston and the striking member. An intermediate member is provided in the front side
of the striking member and is slidably provided back-and-forth within the cylinder. The working tool mentioned above is
positioned at the front side of the intermediate member.
[0004] The vibration control housing is provided on the side of the impact housing and communicates with the impact
housing by way of an air channel. A space formed by the piston, the cylinder, the impact housing, the counterweight,
and the vibration control housing is formed as a sealed space. A counterweight and two springs are provided in the
vibration control housing. The counterweight is capable of moving a reciprocation motion parallel to the reciprocation
motion of the piston. The two springs are positioned at the ends of the counterweight.
[0005] The rotational driving force of the electrical motor is transmitted to the motion conversion mechanism, and the
motion conversion mechanism moves the piston in the cylinder in the reciprocation motion. The reciprocation motion of
the piston repeatedly increases and decreases the pressure of the air in the air chamber, thereby applying an impact
force to the striking member. The striking member moves forward and collides with the rear end of the intermediate
member, thereby applying the impact force to the working tool. The workpiece is fractured by the impact force applied
to the working tool.
[0006] During the operation of the electrical power tool, when the piston moves forward, the counterweight moves
rearward because the space formed by the piston, the cylinder, the impact housing, the counterweight, and the vibration
control housing is a sealed space. Conversely, when the piston moves rearward, the counterweight moves forward.
Thus, in this structure, the counterweight reciprocates in conjunction with the reciprocation motion of the piston.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] However, the electrical power tool described above requires the cylinder with high production cost and a large
number of parts, thereby leading high cost. Further, two vibration control housings need to provide on the both sides of
the impact housing for canceling the rotational moments acting on the electrical power tool, thereby increasing the
number of parts.
[0008] Further, the vibration control housings are provided on the both sides of the impact housing, thereby leading
to an increased size in the electrical power tool, reduced visibility and reduced operability of the electrical power tool.
[0009] In view of the foregoing, it is an object of the present invention to provide an electrical power tool that is capable
of efficiently reducing the vibration resulting from the striking member and that does not lead to an increased size and
to reduced operability of the electrical power tool.
[0010] In order to attain the above and other objects, the present invention provides an electrical power tool according
to claim 1. Such a power tool includes including a housing, an electrical motor, a motion conversion mechanism, a
weight-supporting member, a counterweight, and a first supporting member and a second supporting member. The
electrical motor is accommodated in the housing. The motion conversion mechanism is configured to convert a rotary
motion of the electrical motor into a reciprocation motion. The weight-supporting member extends in a direction perpen-
dicular to directions of the reciprocation motion and is capable of being elastically deformed in the directions of the
reciprocation motion. The counterweight is supported on the weight-supporting member. The first supporting member
and the second supporting member each provided on the housing for supporting the weight-supporting member to the
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housing. The weight-supporting member has a first connecting part and a second connecting part supported by the first
supporting member and the second supporting member, respectively; and an elastically deforming part. The elastically
deforming part is positioned between the first connecting part and the second connecting part and has a mounting part
for mounting the counterweight. The elastically deforming part includes a portion having a smaller cross-sectional area
than each cross-sectional area of the first connecting part and the second connecting part.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view showing an impact tool according to a first embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is an exploded view of a counterweight mechanism of the impact tool according to the first embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of the counterweight mechanism of the impact tool according to the first embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 4 is a side view of the counterweight mechanism of the impact tool according to the first embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 5 is a front view of the weight-supporting member of the impact tool according to the first embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view showing an impact tool according to a second embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view showing an impact tool according to a third embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of the impact tool taken along a line VIII-VIII in Fig. 7; and
Fig. 9 is a front view showing a variation of a weight-supporting member of the impact tool according to the first
embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0012] An electrical power tool according to a first embodiment of the present invention will be described while referring
to Figs. 1 through 5. The electrical power tool of the first embodiment is applied to an impact tool 1. In Fig. 1, the left
side will be described as the front side of the impact tool 1 and the right side will be described as the back side of the
impact tool 1. The impact tool 1 includes a casing having a handle 10, a motor housing 20, and a gear housing 30
connected with one another.
[0013] A power cable 11 is attached to the handle 10. The handle 10 houses a switch mechanism 12. A trigger 13
that can be manipulated by the user is mechanically connected to the switch mechanism 12. The switch mechanism 12
is connected to an external power source (not shown) through the power cable 11. By operating the trigger 13, an
electrical motor 21 described later can be connected to and disconnected from the external power source. Also, the
handle 10 includes a grip 14 that is gripped by the user when the impact tool 1 is used.
[0014] The motor housing 20 is positioned at a lower front side of the handle 10. The electrical motor 21 is accom-
modated in the motor housing 20. The electrical motor 21 includes an output shaft 22 that outputs a driving force of the
electrical motor 21. A pinion gear 23 is provided on the end of the output shaft 22 and is positioned in the gear housing
30. A control unit 24 for controlling a rotation speed of the electrical motor 21 is located on the motor housing 20 behind
the electrical motor 21.
[0015] The gear housing 30 includes a motion conversion housing 31 and a hammer housing 32. The motion conversion
housing 31 is positioned above the motor housing 20 and a rear end of the motion conversion housing 31 is connected
to the handle 10. The hammer housing 32 is positioned above the motor housing 20.
[0016] A crank shaft 34 that extends parallel to the output shaft 22 is rotatably supported on the rear side of the pinion
gear 23 in the motion conversion housing 31. A first gear 35 that is meshingly engaged with the pinion gear 23 is coaxially
fixed to the lower end of the crank shaft 34. A motion conversion mechanism 36 is provided at the upper side of the
crank shaft 34. The motion conversion mechanism 36 includes a crank weight 37, a crank pin 38, and a connecting rod
39. The crank weight 37 is fixed to the upper end of the crank shaft 34. The crank pin 38 is fixed to the end portion of
the crank weight 37. The crank pin 38 is inserted into the rear end of the connecting rod 39.
[0017] A rotation transmission shaft 51 extending parallel to the output shaft 22 is rotatably supported on the front
side of the pinion gear 23 in the motion conversion housing 31. A second gear 52 that is meshingly engaged with the
pinion gear 23 is coaxially fixed to the lower end of a rotation transmission shaft 51. A first bevel gear 51A is coaxially
fixed to the upper end of the rotation transmission shaft 51.
[0018] A cylinder 40 extending in a direction perpendicular to the output shaft 22 is provided in the hammer housing
32. The center axis of the cylinder 40 and the rotation axis of the output shaft 22 are positioned on a same plane. The
rear end of the cylinder 40 opposes the electrical motor 21 in the axial direction of the output shaft 22. A piston 43 is
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provided in the cylinder 40 and is slidably provided along the inner periphery of the cylinder 40. The piston 43 reciprocates
in the axial direction of the cylinder 40. The piston 43 includes a piston pin 43A that is inserted into the front end of the
connecting rod 39. A striking member 44 is provided in the front section of the cylinder 40 and is slidably provided along
the inner periphery of the cylinder 40 in the axial direction thereof. An air chamber 45 is formed among the cylinder 40,
the piston 43, and the hammer 44.
[0019] A rotating cylinder 50 is rotatably supported in the hammer housing 32. The rotating cylinder 50 surrounds the
front section of the outer perimeter of the cylinder 40. The rotating cylinder 50 extends forward of the cylinder 40, and
a tool support portion 15 is provided at the end of the rotating cylinder 50 and is capable of attaching or detaching a
working tool (not shown). A second bevel gear 50A that is meshingly engaged with the first bevel gear 51A is provided
on the rear end portion of the rotating cylinder 50. The center axis of the rotating cylinder 50 and the rotation axis of the
output shaft 22 are positioned on a same plane. Also, an intermediate member 46 is provided in the front side of the
striking member 44 and is slidably provided against the rotating cylinder 50. The intermediate member 46 reciprocates
in the axial direction of the rotating cylinder 50.
[0020] A counterweight mechanism 70 is provided in the motion conversion housing 31 and in opposition to the handle
10. The counterweight mechanism 70 will be described while referring to Figs. 1 through 5. The counterweight mechanism
70 includes first and second supporting members 71 and 72, a weight-supporting member 73, and a counterweight 74.
The first and second supporting members 71 and 72 are positioned on a plane perpendicular to the reciprocating direction
of the piston 43. The first supporting member 71 opposes the second supporting member 72 on the plane. The first
supporting member 71 includes a first outside supporting member 75 and a first inside supporting member 77 positioned
closer to the counterweight 74 than the first outside supporting member 75 to the counterweight 74. The second supporting
member 72 includes a second outside supporting member 76 and a second inside supporting member 78 positioned
closer to the counterweight 74 than the second outside supporting member 75 to the counterweight 74.
[0021] As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the first outside supporting member 75 includes a bolt 75A, a washer 75B, and a
spacer 75C. The weight-supporting member 73 is formed with a first bolt insertion hole 73a. The bolt 75A is inserted
through the washer 75B, the spacer 75C, and the first bolt insertion hole 73a. Hence, the upper end portion of the weight-
supporting member 73 is fixed to the motion conversion housing 31. The upper end portion of the weight-supporting
member 73 is blocked by the first outside supporting member 75 from moving in one direction (toward the rear side) of
the directions (back-and-forth directions) for the reciprocation motion of the piston 43.
[0022] The first inside supporting member 77 is positioned below the first outside supporting member 75 and on the
front side of the weight-supporting member 73. The upper end portion of the weight-supporting member 73 is blocked
by the first inside supporting member 77 from moving in another direction (toward the front side), opposite to the one
direction, of the directions (back-and-forth directions) for the reciprocation motion of the piston 43. The second outside
supporting member 76 is made from rubber and positioned on the lower end portion and on the rear side of the weight-
supporting member 73. The second outside supporting member 76 blocks the lower end portion of the weight-supporting
member 73 from moving toward the rear side. The second inside supporting member 78 is positioned above the second
outside supporting member 76 and on the front side of the weight-supporting member 73. The second inside supporting
member 78 blocks the lower end portion of the weight-supporting member 73 from moving toward the front side. The
first and second outside supporting members 75 and 76 and the first and second inside supporting members 77 and 78
are positioned so that a rearward offset load F is applied to the weight-supporting member 73.
[0023] Next, the weight-supporting member 73 will be described with reference to Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 5 is a front view
of the weight-supporting member 73. The weight-supporting member 73 is configured of a leaf spring and extends in a
direction orthogonal to the direction in which the piston 43 reciprocates. The weight-supporting member 73 includes a
first connecting part 73B and a second connecting part 73C positioned one on either end of the weight-supporting
member 73, and an elastically deforming part 73D coupled to the first and second connecting parts 73B and 73C. The
first bolt insertion hole 73a is formed on the weight-supporting member 73. The first bolt insertion hole 73a (surrounding
the first bolt insertion hole 73a) of the weight-supporting member 73 serves as a drop prevention portion that prevents
the weight-supporting member 73 from dropping out from the first outside supporting member 75. The first connecting
part 73B is supported on the motion converting housing 31 by the first supporting member 71. The spacer 75C and the
first inside supporting member 77 contact the first connecting part 73B. The second connecting part 73C is supported
on the motion converting housing 31 by the second supporting member 72. Since the second outside supporting member
76 is made from rubber, the upper end portion of the weight-supporting member 73 is supported by the second outside
supporting member 76 while being capable of moving up and down with respect to the second outside supporting member
76.
[0024] The elastically deforming part 73D includes first and second deforming parts 73D1 and 73D2, and a weight-
mounting part 73D3. A second bolt insertion hole 73e is formed in the weight-mounting part 73D3. The weight-mounting
part 73D3 is positioned substantially in the center of the elastically deforming part 73D; the first deforming part 73D1 is
positioned between the first connecting part 73B and the weight-mounting part 73D3; and the second deforming part
73D2 is positioned between the second connecting part 73C and the weight-mounting part 73D3. As shown in Fig. 4,
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the second deforming part 73D2 is bent from the approximate center region thereof to the front side.
[0025] Notches 73f and 73g are formed in the first and second deforming parts 73D1 and 73D2, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 5, the first and second deforming parts 73D1 and 73D2 have gradually changing widths due to the notches
73f and 73g. Specifically, the first and second deforming parts 73D1 and 73D2 narrow toward the center regions thereof.
Accordingly, each cross-sectional area of the first and second deforming parts 73D1 and 73D2 is smaller than the cross-
sectional area in a portion where the first connecting part 73B contacts the first inside supporting part 77, the cross-
sectional area in a portion where the second connecting part 73C contacts the second inside supporting part 78, and
the cross-sectional area in a portion of the weight-mounting part 73D3 where the second bolt insertion hole 73e is not
formed.
[0026] The counterweight 74 is configured of two components and is fixed to the weight-mounting part 73D3 by
inserting a bolt 79 through the second bolt insertion hole 73e. Hence, the counterweight 74 is doubly supported at its
both ends by the weight-supporting member 73. The counterweight 74 has a center of gravity positioned at a center of
the weight-mounting part 73D3.
[0027] As shown in Fig. 4, the counterweight 74 includes a base 74A and two legs 74B and has an H-shaped. The
base 74A extends in a direction perpendicular to the extending direction of the weight-supporting member 73 and is
fixed to the weight-supporting member 73. Each of the two legs 74B is connected to the ends of the base 74A and
extends along and is separated from the weight-supporting member 73. Hence, the counterweight 74 has an H-shaped.
The distances from the first outside supporting member 75 (the lower end of the spacer 75C) and the second outside
supporting member 76 to positions where the counterweight 74 is fixed to the weight-mounting part 73D3 are identical.
The distances from the first and second inside supporting members 77 and 78 to positions where the counterweight 74
is fixed to the weight-mounting part 73D3 are identical.
[0028] Next, the operation of the impact tool 1 according to the first embodiment will be described. The working tool
(not shown) is pressed against a workpiece (not shown) with the handle 10 gripped by the user. Next, the trigger 12 is
pulled to supply power to and rotate the electrical motor 21. This rotation driving force is transmitted to the crank shaft
34 by way of the pinion gear 23 and the first gear 35. The rotation of the crank shaft 34 is converted into reciprocation
motion of the piston 43 in the cylinder 40 by the motion converter mechanism 36 (the crank weight 37, the crank pin 38,
and the connecting rod 39). The reciprocation motion of the piston 43 leads to repeated increments and decrements the
pressure of the air in the air chamber 45, thereby causing a reciprocation motion of the striking member 44. The striking
member 44 moves forward and collides with the rear end of the intermediate member 46, thereby applying an impact
force to the working tool (not shown).
[0029] Also, the rotation driving force of the electrical motor 21 is transmitted to the pinion gear 23, the second gear
52, and the rotation transmission shaft 51. The rotation of the rotation transmission shaft 51 is transmitted to the rotating
cylinder 50 by way of the first bevel gear 51A and the second bevel gear 50A, resulting in rotation of the rotating cylinder
50. The rotation of the rotating cylinder 50 applies a rotation force to the working tool (not shown). The workpiece (not
shown) is fractured by the rotation force and the impact force described above applied to the working tool (not shown).
[0030] During the operation of the impact tool 1 described above, a vibration with a roughly constant frequency resulting
from the reciprocation motion of the striking member 44 is generated in the impact tool 1. The vibration is transmitted
to the first and second supporting members 71 and 72 by way of the motion conversion housing 31. The vibration
transmitted to the first and second supporting members 71 and 72 is transmitted to the weight-supporting member 73
and the counterweight 74, leading to an elastically deformation of the weight-mounting part 73D3 and the vibration of
the counterweight 74 in a direction that the piston 43 reciprocates. The vibration of the impact tool 1 can be reduced by
the vibration of the counterweight 74, thereby improving the operation of the impact tool 1.
[0031] When the counterweight 74 moves forward from an its initial position and returns to the initial position due to
the vibration of the striking member 44, the weight-supporting member 73 is supported by the first and second outside
supporting members 75 and 76 and the first and second inside supporting members 77 and 78. While the counterweight
74 is displaced rearward from the initial position until the load applied to the weight-supporting member 73 is identical
to the offset load F applied by the first and second outside supporting members 75 and 76, the weight-supporting member
73 is supported by the first and second outside supporting members 75 and 76 and the first and second inside supporting
members 77 and 78. When a load greater than the offset load F is applied to the weight-supporting member 73, the
weight-supporting member 73 is supported by the first and second outside supporting members 75 (the spacer 75C)
and 76. As stated above, the vibration of the impact tool 1 due to impact can be reduced by the vibration of the weight-
supporting member 73 and the counterweight 74, thereby improving the operation of the impact tool 1.
[0032] More specifically, the vibration of a frequency band having a constant width centering on a resonance frequency
is reduced by the vibration of the counterweight 74. The resonance frequency is determined by the counterweight 74
and the elastically deforming part 73D which is a leaf spring. The resonance frequency is set up to be roughly identical
to the frequency of the vibration generated by the impact of the impact tool 1. A resonance frequency (resonance point)
f is represented by: 
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where the spring constants of the weight-supporting member 73 made from the leaf spring are k1 (the spring constant
of the first deforming part 73D1), k2 (the spring constant of the second deforming part 73D2), and the mass of the
counterweight 74 is m. Practically, the actual resonance frequency band will be slightly wider and slightly lower than the
theoretical resonance frequency band due to the influence of damping and the like. Thus, the resonance point determined
from the above equation is set to be slightly higher than the vibration frequency of the impact tool 1.
[0033] Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the spring constant of the elastically deforming part 73D (making the
elastically deforming part 73D more flexible) to obtain a desired resonance frequency in the counterweight mechanism
70 of the preferred embodiment. The spring constant k of a leaf spring having a simple shape is represented by: 

where E is the elastic coefficient of the leaf spring, b is the width, h is the thickness, and 1 is the length of the leaf spring.
As can be seen from Equation (2), the spring constant k is proportional to the width b and the cube of the thickness h,
and inversely proportional to the cube of the length 1. Hence, the spring constant k can be decreased by narrowing the
width b, reducing the thickness h, and increasing the length 1.
[0034] However, simply reducing the width b and thickness h of the entire weight-supporting member 73 reduces the
width and thickness of the first and second connecting parts 73B and 73C and the weight-mounting part 73D3 (reduces
the cross-sectional area), thereby reducing the strength of these parts. Consequently, the weight-supporting member
73 may break when the elastically deforming part 73D is elastically deformed since the first and second connecting parts
73B and 73C and the weight-mounting part 73D3 cannot withstand the stress at this time. Further, if the length 1 of the
weight-supporting member 73 is increased, the weight-supporting member 73 cannot be accommodated in the motion
converting housing 31.
[0035] However, in the weight-supporting member 73 according to the preferred embodiment, each cross-sectional
area of the first and second connecting parts 73B and 73C and the weight-mounting part 73D3 is not modified, but the
first and second deforming parts 73D1 and 73D2 are formed narrower toward the center regions thereof. This structure
can ensure the strength of the weight-supporting member 73 while preventing an increase in the length thereof and can
yield a desired spring constant. Further, the widths of the first and second deforming parts 73D1 and 73D2 are changed
gradually according to the notches 73f and 73g, thereby preventing a concentration of stress during reciprocating motion
of the counterweight 74. Further, the weight-supporting member 73 having this configuration is easy to manufacture.
[0036] Since the counterweight mechanism 70 has a simple structure, a large number of parts such as expensive
cylinders are not needed. The vibration of the impact tool 1 can be reduced without leading to a increased size, higher
expenses, reduced visibility, and the like in the impact tool 1.
[0037] Next, an electrical power tool according to a second embodiment of the present invention will be described
while referring to Fig. 6. The electrical power tool of the present invention is applied to an impact tool 101. Like parts
and components that are the same as those of the first embodiment will be assigned the same reference numerals to
avoid duplicating descriptions, and only different aspects will be described. The impact tool 101 according to the second
embodiment does not include the rotating cylinder 50 and the control unit 24 used in the impact tool 1 of the first
embodiment. Therefore, no rotation is applied to the working tool during the operation of the impact tool 101, and the
electrical motor 21 rotates at a fixed speed.
[0038] A counterweight mechanism 170 according to the second embodiment has a weight-supporting member 173.
The weight-supporting member 173 includes a first connecting part 173B and a second connecting part 173C positioned
one on each end of the weight-supporting member 173, and an elastically deforming part 173D connecting the first and
second connecting parts 173B and 173C. The elastically deforming part 173D includes first and second deforming parts
173D1 and 173D2 and a weight-mounting part 173D3. The first and second deforming parts 173D1 and 173D2 have a
thickness formed partially thinner than the first and second connecting parts 173B and 173C and the weight-mounting
part 173D3. Accordingly, each cross-sectional area of the first and second deforming parts 173D1 and 173D2 is smaller
than the cross-sectional area in a portion where the first connecting part 173B contacts the first inside supporting member
77, the cross-sectional area in a portion where the second connecting part 173C contacts the second inside supporting
member 78, and the cross-sectional area in a portion of the weight-mounting part 173D3 in which a second bolt insertion
hole 173e is not formed. Further, a counterweight 174 is shaped to extend in a direction in which the piston 43 reciprocates.
[0039] Since the first and second deforming parts 173D1 and 173D2 have a narrow thickness in the counterweight
mechanism 170 according to the second embodiment, the spring constant of the weight-supporting member 173 can
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be reduced, as is clear from Equation (2). Therefore, as in the first embodiment described above, it is possible to ensure
the strength of the weight-supporting member 173 according to the second embodiment, while preventing an increase
in the length thereof, and to obtain a desired spring constant. The impact tool 101 according to the second embodiment
also obtains the same effects as the impact tool 1 according to the first embodiment described above.
[0040] Next, an electrical power tool according to a third embodiment of the present invention will be described while
referring to Figs. 7 and 8. The electrical power tool of the present invention is applied to an impact tool 201. The impact
tool 201 includes a casing having the handle 10, the motor housing 20, a weight housing 60, and a gear housing 80.
[0041] The power cable 11 is attached to the handle 10. The handle 10 houses the switch mechanism 12. The trigger
13 that can be manipulated by the user is mechanically connected to the switch mechanism 12. The switch mechanism
12 is connected to an external power source (not shown) through power cable 11. By operating the trigger 13, the switch
mechanism 12 can be connected to and disconnected from the external power source.
[0042] The motor housing 20 is provided on the front side of the handle 10. The handle 10 and the motor housing 20
are formed integrally from plastic. The electrical motor 21 is accommodated in the motor housing 20. The electrical motor
21 includes the output shaft 22 and outputs rotational drive force.
[0043] The weight housing 60 is located on the front side of the motor housing 20 and is made from resin. The weight
housing 60 includes a first weight housing 60A opposing the motor housing 20 and a second weight housing 60B opposing
the gear housing 80. A first intermediate shaft 61 is provided in the weight housing 60 and extends in a direction that
the output shaft 22 extends. The first intermediate shaft 61 is rotatably supported by bearings 62 and 63. The rear end
portion of the first intermediate shaft 61 is connected to the output shaft 22. The front end portion of the first intermediate
shaft 61 is positioned in the gear housing 80 and is provided with a fourth gear 61A.
[0044] A counterweight mechanism 270 is provided in the weight housing 60. As shown in Fig. 10, which is a cross-
sectional view taken along the VIII-VIII line in Fig. 7, the counterweight mechanism 270 includes first and second
supporting members 271 and 272, a weight-supporting member 273, a counterweight 274, and bolts 279. The first and
second supporting members 271 and 272 are positioned on a plane perpendicular to the reciprocating direction of a
piston 92 described later. The first supporting member 271 opposes the second supporting member 272 on the plane.
The first supporting member 271 includes a first outside supporting member 275 and a first inside supporting member
277 positioned closer to the counterweight 274 than the first inside supporting member 275 to the counterweight 274.
The second supporting member 272 also includes a second outside supporting member 276 and a second inside
supporting member 278 positioned closer to the counterweight 274 than the second inside supporting member 276 to
the counterweight 274. The first outside supporting member 275 blocks the upper end portion of a first weight-supporting
member 273A described later from moving toward the rear side. The first inside supporting member 277 is positioned
below the first outside supporting member 275 and on the front side of the first weight-supporting member 273A and
prevents the first weight-supporting member 273A from moving toward the front side.
[0045] The second outside supporting member 276 is positioned at the lower end of a second weight-supporting
member 273B described later and blocks the second weight-supporting member 273B from moving toward the rear
side. The second inside supporting member 278 is positioned above the first outside supporting member 276 and on
the front side of the second weight-supporting member 273B and blocks the second weight-supporting member 273B
from moving toward the front side. The first and second outside supporting members 275 and 276 and the first and
second inside supporting members 277 and 278 are positioned so that a rearward offset load F is applied to the weight-
supporting member 273.
[0046] The weight-supporting member 273 includes the first weight-supporting member 273A and the second weight-
supporting member 273B. The first and second weight-supporting members 273A and 273B are configured of leaf
springs and extend in a direction orthogonal to the direction in which the piston 92 reciprocates. As shown in Fig. 7, the
upper end portion of the first weight-supporting member 273A and the lower end portion of the second weight-supporting
member 273B has roughly an L-shaped, and each of the distal ends of the upper and lower end portions is positioned
in each of recesses 60c formed in the second weight housing 60B.
[0047] As shown in Fig. 8, the first weight-supporting member 273A includes a first connecting part 273C and an
elastically deforming part 273D. The first connecting part 273C is supported on the second weight housing 60B via the
first outside supporting member 275. The elastically deforming part 273D includes a first deforming part 273D1 and a
weight-mounting part 273D2 (see Fig. 7). A second bolt insertion hole 273g is formed in the weight-mounting part 273D2.
The first deforming part 273D1 is positioned between the first connecting part 273C and the weight-mounting part 273D2.
Notches 273h are formed in the first deforming part 273D1. The notches 273h gradually change the width of the first
deforming part 273D1. Specifically, the first deforming part 273D1 narrows toward the center region thereof. Therefore,
the cross-sectional area of the first deforming part 273D1 is smaller than the cross-sectional area in a portion where the
first connecting part 273C contacts the first inside supporting member 277 and the cross-sectional area in a portion of
the weight-mounting part 273D2 in which the second bolt insertion hole 273g is not formed.
[0048] The second weight-supporting member 273B includes a second connecting part 273E and an elastically de-
forming part 273F. The second connecting part 273E is supported on the second weight housing 60B via the second
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outside supporting member 276. The elastically deforming part 273F includes a second deforming part 273F1 and a
weight-mounting part 273F2 (see Fig. 7). A third bolt insertion hole 273i is formed in the weight-mounting part 273F2.
The second deforming part 273F1 is positioned between the second connecting part 273E and the weight-mounting
part 273F2. Notches 273j are formed in the second deforming part 273F1. The notches 273j gradually change the width
of the second deforming part 273F1. Specifically, the second deforming part 273F1 narrows toward the center region
thereof. Accordingly, the cross-sectional area of the second deforming part 273F1 is smaller than the cross-sectional
area in a portion where the second connecting part 273E contacts the second inside supporting member 278 and the
cross-sectional section in a portion of the weight-mounting part 273F2 in which the third bolt insertion hole 273i is not
formed.
[0049] The counterweight 274 has a roughly circular cross-section and is formed with a shaft insertion hole 274a
formed at the center thereof. The counterweight 274 is fixed to the first and second weight-supporting members 273A
and 273B by inserting the bolts 279 through the second blot insertion hole 273g and third bolt insertion hole 273i. Hence,
the counterweight 274 is doubly supported on its both ends by the first and second weight-supporting members 273A
and 273B. The first intermediate shaft 61 is inserted through the shaft insertion hole 274a. The distances from the first
and second outside supporting members 275 and 276 to the positions where the counterweight 274 is fixed to the first
and second weight-supporting members 273A and 273B are the same, and the distances from the first and second
inside supporting members 277 and 278 to the positions where the counterweight 274 is fixed to the first and second
weight-supporting members 273A and 273B are the same.
[0050] The gear housing 80 is located on the front side of the second weight housing 60B and is made from resin. A
metal partition member 80A is disposed in the gear housing 80 and partitions the gear housing 80 and the weight housing
60. The gear housing 80 and the partition member 80A forms a decelerating chamber 80a, which is a mechanism
chamber accommodating a rotation transmission mechanism described later. A second intermediate shaft 82 is rotatably
supported on the gear housing 80 and the partition member 80A via a bearings 82B and 82C, and extends parallel to
the output shaft 22. A side handle 16 is provided near the tool support portion 15 of the gear housing 80.
[0051] A fifth gear 81 meshingly engaged with the fourth gear 61A is coaxially fixed to the second intermediate shaft
82 on the electrical motor 21 side thereof. A gear 82A is formed on the front end portion of the second intermediate shaft
82 to be meshingly engaged with a sixth gear 83 described later. A cylinder 84 is provided above the second intermediate
shaft 82 in the gear housing 80. The cylinder 84 extends parallel to the second intermediate shaft 82 and is rotatably
supported on the partition member 80A. The sixth gear 83 is fixed to the outer periphery of the cylinder 84 and is meshingly
engaged with the gear 82A described above so that the cylinder 84 can rotate around its central axial.
[0052] The tool support portion 15 is provided on the front side of the cylinder 84, and a working tool (not shown) is
capable of attaching to or detaching from the tool support portion 15. A clutch 86 is splined to the intermediate section
of the second intermediate shaft 82. The clutch 86 is urged by a spring toward the electrical motor 21 (the rear side).
The clutch 86 can be switched by means of a change lever 87 positioned below the gear housing 80 between a hammer
drill mode (the position shown in Fig. 9) and a drill mode (with the clutch 86 moved toward the front). A motion converter
90 that converts rotational motion into reciprocation motion is rotatably provided on the outer periphery of the second
intermediate shaft 82 on the electrical motor 21 side of the clutch 86. The motion converter 90 has an arm 90A that is
capable of reciprocating back-and-forth the impact tool 201 as a result of the rotation of the second intermediate shaft 82.
[0053] When the clutch 86 is switched to the hammer drill mode using the change lever 87, the clutch 86 engages the
second intermediate shaft 82 with the motion converter 90. The motion converter 90 is connected to and work with the
piston 92 provided in the cylinder 84 through a piston pin 91. The piston 92 is slidably mounted in the cylinder 84 and
is capable of a reciprocation motion parallel to the second intermediate shaft 82. A striking member 93 is provided in
the piston 92 and is slidably provided along the inner periphery of the cylinder 84. An air chamber 94 is formed among
the cylinder 84, the piston 92, and the striking member 93. An intermediate member 95 is supported in the cylinder 84
on the opposite side of the striking member 93 from the air chamber 94. The intermediate member 95 is slidably provided
against the cylinder 84 along the direction of the motion of the piston 92. A working tool (not shown) is positioned on the
opposite side of the intermediate member 95 from the striking member 93. Hence, the striking member 93 strikes the
working tool (not shown) through the intermediate member 95.
[0054] Rotation output of the motor 21 is transmitted to the second intermediate shaft 82 by way of the first intermediate
shaft 61, the fourth gear 61A, and the fifth gear 81. The rotation of the second intermediate shaft 82 is transmitted to
the cylinder 84 by way of the meshing between the gear 82A and the sixth gear 83 mounted to the outer periphery of
the cylinder 84. When the clutch 86 is in the hammer drill mode by operating the change lever 87, the clutch 86 is
connected to the motion converter 90. Hence, the rotational driving force of the second intermediate shaft 82 is transmitted
to the motion converter 90 through the clutch 86. The rotational driving force is converted to the reciprocation motion of
the piston 92 on the motion converter 90 by way of the piston pin 91. The reciprocation motion of the piston 92 causes
the pressure of the air inside the air chamber 94 formed between the striking member 93 and the piston 92 to repeatedly
increase and decrease, thereby causing a reciprocation motion of the striking member 93. When the striking member
93 moves forward and collides with the rear end of the intermediate member 95, the impact force is applied to the working
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tool (not shown) through the intermediate element 95. In this manner, the rotational force and the impact force are
simultaneously applied to the working tool (not shown) in the hammer drill mode.
[0055] When the clutch 86 is in the drill mode, the clutch 86 disengages the connection between the second intermediate
shaft 82 and the motion converter 90, and only the rotational driving force of the second intermediate shaft 82 is transmitted
to the cylinder 84 through the gear 82A and the sixth gear 83. Accordingly, only rotational force is applied to the working
tool (not shown).
[0056] When the impact tool 201 according to third embodiment is operated, a vibration having a roughly constant
frequency is generated in the impact tool 201 due to the reciprocation motion of the striking member 93. The vibration
is transmitted to the first and second supporting members 271 and 272 by way of the second weight housing 60B. The
vibration transmitted to the first and second supporting members 271 and 272 is transmitted to the first and second
weight-supporting members 273A and 273B, leading to elastic deformations of the first and second weight-supporting
members 273A and 273B and the vibration of the counterweight 274 in the same directions as the directions in which
the piston 92 reciprocates. Accordingly, the vibration of the impact tool 201 can be reduced by the vibration of the
counterweight 274, thereby improving the operation of the impact tool 201. Further, in the weight-supporting member
273 according to the preferred embodiment, each cross-sectional area of the first and second connecting parts 273C
and 273E and the weight-mounting parts 273D2 and 273F2 is not modified, but the first and second deforming parts
273D1 and 273F1 are formed narrower toward the center regions thereof. This structure can ensure the strength of the
weight-supporting member 273 while preventing an increase in the length thereof and can yield a desired spring constant.
The impact tool 201 according to the third embodiment also obtains the same effects as the impact tool 1 according to
the first embodiment described above.
[0057] The impact tool of the present invention is not restricted to the embodiments described above, and various
changes and improvements may be effected within the scope of the claims. For example, in a weight-supporting member
373 shown in Fig. 9, holes 373f and 373g may be formed in first and second deforming parts 373D1 and 373D2. By
providing the holes 373f and 373g in this way, each cross-sectional area of the first and second deforming parts 373D1
and 373D2 is smaller than the cross-sectional area in a portion where a first connecting part 373B contacts the first
inside supporting member 77, the cross-sectional area in a portion where a second connecting part 373C contacts the
second inside supporting member 78, and the cross-sectional area in a portion of a weight-mounting part 373D3 in which
a second bolt insertion hole 373e is not formed. In the embodiments described above, the electrical power tool of the
present invention is applied to the impact tool, but it would also be possible for the present invention to be applied to a
saber saw.

Claims

1. An electrical power tool (1) comprising:

a housing (20, 30);
an electrical motor (21) accommodated in the housing;
a motion conversion mechanism (36) configured to convert a rotary motion of the electrical motor (21) into a
reciprocation motion;
a weight-supporting member (73) capable of being elastically deformed in the directions of the reciprocation
motion;
a counterweight (74) supported on the weight-supporting member (73); and
a first supporting member (71) and a second supporting member (72) each provided on the housing (20, 30)
for supporting the weight-supporting member (73) to the housing (20, 30),
wherein the weight-supporting (73) member has:

a first connecting part (73B) and a second connecting part (73C) supported by the first supporting member
(71) and the second supporting member (72), respectively; and
an elastically deforming part (73D) positioned between the first connecting part (73B) and the second
connecting part (73C) and having a mounting part (73D3) for mounting the counterweight (74), character-
ised in that the weight-supporting member (73) extends in a direction perpendicular to the directions of
the reciprocation motion and that the elastically deforming part (73D) includes a portion having a smaller
cross-sectional area than each cross-sectional area of the first connecting part (73B) and the second
connecting part (73C).

2. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 1, wherein the weight-supporting member (73) has one end and
another end, the first connecting part (73B) being located on the one end, the second connecting part (73C) being
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located on the another end.

3. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 1, wherein the first connecting part (73B) and the second connecting
part (73C) are points of support for the elastic deformation of the weight-supporting member (73).

4. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 1, wherein the elastically deforming part (73D) has a gradually
changing cross-sectional area.

5. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 4, wherein the elastically deforming part (73D) has a gradually
changing width, the width being a dimension in a direction orthogonal to both the directions of the reciprocating
motion and the direction in which the weight-supporting member (73) extends.

6. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 4, wherein the elastically deforming part (73D) has a gradually
changing thickness, the thickness being a dimension in the directions of the reciprocal motion.

7. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 4, wherein the elastically deforming part (73D) is formed with a notch
(73f, 73g).

8. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 4, wherein the elastically deforming part (73D) is formed with a hole
(373f, 373g).

9. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 1, wherein the first connecting part (73B) has a first cross-sectional
area contacting the first supporting member (71) and positioned nearest the second connecting part (73C), the
second connecting part (73C) has a second cross-sectional area contacting the second supporting member (72)
and positioned nearest the first connecting part (73B), and wherein the elastically deforming part (73D) has a smaller
cross-sectional area than each of the first cross-sectional area and the second cross-sectional area.

10. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 1, wherein the elastically deforming part (73D) has a first deforming
part (73D1) positioned between the mounting part (73D3) and the first connecting part (73B), and a second deforming
part (73D2) positioned between the mounting part (73D3) and the second connecting part (73C); and
each of the first deforming part (73D1) and the second deforming part (73D2) has a cross-sectional area smaller
than each cross-sectional area of the mounting part (73D3), the first connecting part (73B), and the second connecting
part (73C).

11. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 10, wherein each of the first deforming part (73D1) and the second
deforming part (73D2) has a gradually changing cross-sectional area.

12. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 11, wherein each of the first deforming part (73D1) and the second
deforming part (73D2) has a gradually changing width, the width being a dimension in a direction orthogonal to both
the directions of the reciprocating motion and the direction in which the weight-supporting member (73) extends.

13. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 11, wherein each of the first deforming part (73D1) and the second
deforming part (73D2) has a gradually changing thickness, the thickness being a dimension in the directions of the
reciprocal motion.

14. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 11, wherein each of the first deforming part (73D1) and the second
deforming part (73D2) is formed with a notch (73f, 73g).

15. The electrical power tool (1) according to claim 11, wherein each of the first deforming part (73D1) and the second
deforming part (73D2) is formed with a hole (373f, 373g).

Patentansprüche

1. Elektrowerkzeug (1) mit:

einem Gehäuse (20, 30);
einem in dem Gehäuse untergebrachten Elektromotor (21);
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einem Bewegungswandlungsmechanismus (36), der dazu konfiguriert ist, eine Drehbewegung des Elektromo-
tors (21) in eine Hin- und Herbewegung zu wandeln;
einem Gewicht-tragenden Element (73), das in den Richtungen der Hin- und Herbewegung elastisch verformbar
ist;
einem an dem Gewicht-tragenden Element (73) getragenen Gegengewicht (74); und
einem ersten Trageelement (71) und einem zweiten Trageelement (72), jedes am Gehäuse (20, 30) vorgesehen,
zum Tragen des Gewicht-tragenden Elements (73) am Gehäuse (20, 30),
wobei das Gewicht-tragende Element (73) aufweist:

einen ersten Verbindungsteil (73B) und einen zweiten Verbindungsteil (73C), die durch das erste Tra-
geelement (71) beziehungsweise das zweite Trageelement (72) getragen werden; und
ein zwischen dem ersten Verbindungsteil (73B) und dem zweiten Verbindungsteil (73C) positionierten
elastisch verformenden Teil (73D), der einen Montageteil (73D3) zum Montieren des Gegengewichts (74)
aufweist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Gewicht-tragende Element (73) in einer Richtung senkrecht zu den Richtungen der Hin- und Herbe-
wegung verläuft, und dass der elastisch verformende Teil (73D) einen Abschnitt umfasst, der eine kleinere
Querschnittsfläche als jede Querschnittsfläche des ersten Verbindungsteils (73B) und des zweiten Verbin-
dungsteils (73C) aufweist.

2. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Gewicht-tragende Element (73) ein Ende und ein anderes Ende
aufweist, wobei sich der erste Verbindungsteil (73B) an dem einen Ende und der zweite Verbindungsteil (73C) an
dem anderen Ende befinden.

3. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Verbindungsteil (73B) und der zweite Verbindungsteil (73C)
Tragepunkte für die elastische Verformung des Gewicht-tragenden Elements (73) sind.

4. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der elastisch verformende Teil (73D) eine sich graduell verändernde
Querschnittsfläche aufweist.

5. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 4, wobei der elastisch verformende Teil (73D) eine graduell ändernde Breite
aufweist, wobei die Breite ein Richtungsmaß ist, das sowohl orthogonal zu beiden Richtungen der Hin- und Herbe-
wegung als auch zur Richtung, in der das Gewicht-tragende Element (73) verläuft, ist.

6. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 4, wobei der elastisch verformende Teil (73D) eine sich graduell verändernde
Dicke aufweist, wobei die Dicke ein Maß in den Richtungen der Hin- und Herbewegung ist.

7. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 4, wobei der elastisch verformende Teil (73D) mit einer Kerbe (73f, 73g) gebildet
ist.

8. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 4, wobei der elastisch verformende Teil (73D) mit einem Loch (373f, 373g)
gebildet ist.

9. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Verbindungsteil (73B) eine erste Querschnittsfläche aufweist,
die das erste Trageelement (71) berührt und nächstgelegen zum zweiten Verbindungsteil (73C) positioniert ist, der
zweite Verbindungsteil (73C) eine zweite Querschnittsfläche aufweist, die das zweite Trageelement (72) berührt
und nächstgelegen zum ersten Verbindungsteil (73B) positioniert ist, und wobei der elastisch verformende Teil (73D)
eine kleinere Querschnittsfläche hat als jede der ersten und der zweiten Querschnittsfläche.

10. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der elastisch verformende Teil (73D) einen zwischen dem Montageteil
(73D3) und dem ersten Verbindungsteil (73B) positionierten ersten verformenden Teil (73D1) und einen zwischen
dem Montageteil (73D3) und dem zweiten Verbindungsteil (73C) positionierten zweiten verformenden Teil (73D2)
aufweist; und
jeweils der erste verformende Teil (73D1) und der zweite verformende Teil (73D2) eine kleinere Querschnittsfläche
hat als jede Querschnittsfläche des Montageteils (73D3), des ersten Verbindungsteils (73B) und des zweiten Ver-
bindungsteils (73C).

11. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 10, wobei jeweils der erste verformende Teil (73D1) und der zweite verformende
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Teil (73D2) eine sich graduell verändernde Querschnittsfläche aufweist.

12. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 11, wobei jeweils der erste verformende Teil (73D1) und der zweite verformende
Teil (73D2) eine sich graduell verändernde Breite aufweist, wobei die Breite ein Richtungsmaß ist, das sowohl
orthogonal zu beiden Richtungen der Hin- und Herbewegung als auch zur Richtung, in der das Gewicht-tragende
Element (73) verläuft, ist.

13. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 11, wobei jeweils der erste verformende Teil (73D1) und der zweite verformende
Teil (73D2) eine sich graduell verändernde Dicke aufweist, wobei die Dicke ein Richtungsmaß in den Richtungen
der Hin- und Herbewegung ist.

14. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 11, wobei der erste verformende Teil (73D1) und der zweite verformende Teil
(73D2) jeweils mit einer Kerbe (73F, 73G) gebildet sind.

15. Elektrowerkzeug (1) nach Anspruch 11, wobei der erste verformende Teil (73D1) und der zweite verformende Teil
(73D2) jeweils mit einem Loch (373F, 373G) gebildet sind.

Revendications

1. Outil électrique (1) comportant :

un boîtier (20, 30),
un moteur électrique (21) contenu dans le boîtier,
un mécanisme de conversion de mouvement (36) configuré pour convertir un mouvement rotatif du moteur
électrique (21) en un mouvement de va-et-vient,
un élément de support de poids (73) pouvant être déformé de manière élastique dans les directions du mou-
vement de va-et-vient,
un contrepoids (74) supporté sur l’élément de support de poids (73), et
un premier élément de support (71) et un second élément de support (72) chacun étant agencé sur le boîtier
(20, 30) pour supporter l’élément de support de poids (73) dans le boîtier (20, 30),
dans lequel l’élément de support de poids (73) a :

une première partie de connexion (73B) et une seconde partie de connexion (73C) supportées par le premier
élément de support (71) et le second élément de support (72), respectivement, et
une partie de déformation de manière élastique (73D) positionnée entre la première partie de connexion
(73B) et la seconde partie de connexion (73C), et ayant une partie de montage (73D3) pour monter le
contrepoids (74), caractérisé en ce que l’élément de support de poids (73) s’étend dans une direction
perpendiculaire aux directions du mouvement de va-et-vient et en ce que la partie de déformation de
manière élastique (73D) inclut une partie ayant une superficie en coupe inférieure à chaque superficie en
coupe de la première partie de connexion (73B) et de la seconde partie de connexion (73C).

2. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’élément de support de poids (73) a une extrémité et une
autre extrémité, la première partie de connexion (73B) étant positionnée sur une extrémité, la seconde partie de
connexion (73C) étant positionnée sur l’autre extrémité.

3. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la première partie de connexion (73B) et la seconde partie
de connexion (73C) sont des points de support pour la déformation élastique de l’élément de support de poids (73).

4. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la partie de déformation de manière élastique (73D) a une
superficie en coupe changeant graduellement.

5. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la partie de déformation de manière élastique (73D) a une
largeur changeant graduellement, la largeur étant une dimension dans une direction orthogonale à la fois aux
directions du mouvement de va-et-vient et à la direction dans laquelle l’élément de support de poids (73) s’étend.

6. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la partie de déformation de manière élastique (73D) a une
épaisseur changeant graduellement, l’épaisseur étant une dimension dans les directions du mouvement de va-et-
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vient.

7. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la partie de déformation de manière élastique (73D) est
formée à l’aide d’une entaille (73f, 73g).

8. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel la partie de déformation de manière élastique (73D) est
formée à l’aide d’un trou (373f, 373g).

9. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la première partie de connexion (73B) a une première
superficie en coupe mettant contact le premier élément de support (71) et positionnée le plus près de la seconde
partie de connexion (73C), la seconde partie de connexion (73C) a une seconde superficie en coupe mettant en
contact le second élément de support (112) et positionnée au plus près de la première partie de connexion (73B),
et dans lequel la partie de déformation de manière élastique (73D) a une superficie en coupe inférieure à chacune
de la première superficie en coupe et de la seconde superficie en coupe.

10. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la partie de déformation de manière élastique (73D) a une
première partie de déformation (73D1) positionnée entre la partie de montage (73D3) et la première partie de
connexion (73B), et une seconde partie de déformation (75D2) positionnée entre la partie de montage 73D3) et la
seconde partie de connexion (73C), et
chacune de la première partie de déformation (73D1) et de la seconde partie de déformation (73D2) a une superficie
en coupe inférieure à chaque superficie en coupe de la partie de montage (73D3), de la première partie de connexion
(73B), et de la seconde partie de connexion (73C).

11. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 10, dans lequel chacune de la première partie de déformation (73D1) et
de la seconde partie de déformation (73D2) a une superficie en coupe changeant graduellement.

12. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 11, dans lequel chacune de la première partie de déformation (73D1) et
de la seconde partie de déformation (73D2) a une largeur changeant graduellement, la largeur étant une dimension
dans une direction orthogonale à la fois aux directions du mouvement en va-et-vient et à la direction dans laquelle
l’élément de support de poids (73) s’étend.

13. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 11, dans lequel chacune de la première partie de déformation (73D1) et
de la seconde partie de déformation (73D2) a une épaisseur changeant graduellement, l’épaisseur étant une di-
mension dans les directions du mouvement en va-et-vient.

14. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 11, dans lequel chacune de la première partie de déformation (73D1) et
de la seconde partie de déformation (73D2) est formée à l’aide d’une entaille (73f, 73g).

15. Outil électrique (1) selon la revendication 11, dans lequel chacune de la première partie de déformation (73D1) et
de la seconde partie de déformation (73D2) est formée à l’aide d’un trou (373f, 373g).
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